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SOCIOLOGY- General
Paper- II

Duration: 3 Hours

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words asjar as practicable.

Theftqures in the margin indicate jull marks.
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Group· A
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1. Answer any ten question from the following;

c<I-~ iMf{; ~ ~ ~i1'~

10 x 2 = 20

a) What Is meant by Industrial Revolution?

flCt~ ~~ ~ f<f. C<lf~ ?

b) Mention one effect of French Revolution.

e) What Is militaristic society?

>i~~N:5fQ3<p~''1~ ~ ~l ?

d) Define positivism.

~'i1I'<f1C~ '>i~~1'm""t'<r>~ I

e) What Is social evoluuontsm ?

n . What Is simple society?

~~~~c<lt~rn ?
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g) Name two works of Emile Dur khetm.

h) What Is meant by division of labour?

1) Define historical matertalism.

J) Define base and superstructure after Marx.

k) Mention. after Max Weber. the two Important features of modern

capttalism.

1) Define progress after Benoy Kumar Sarkar.

m) What. according to D. P. Mukerjt, Is the destination between individual

and person?

n) Mention any two tribal problems as described by G.S. Ghurye.

0) Define altruistic suicide.
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Group - B

~~-~

Answer any Jour of the following

~~~~m~iS~N;:r~
4 x 5 = 20

2. Discuss, In brief, the concept of Enlightenment.

3. What Is theological stage as explained by Auguste Comte ?

4. Discuss, In short, Herbert Spencer's views-on organic analogy.

5. Describe the concept of social solidarity as analysed by Dur khetrn.

6. Discuss Marx's views on "negation of negation".

7. Analyse, In brief. Max Weber's views on bureaucracy.

8. DIscuss, In short the concept of creative drsequthbrtum as given by Benoy

Kumar Sarkar.
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Group - C

f.ti5i'it - 'it

Answer any Jour of the following: 4 x 15 = 60

9. Discuss, In detail. Auguste Comte's law of three stages of social development.

10. Describe Herbert Spencer's typology of societies.

~~ C~~~~ C~~~iSM ~~ ~ I

II. Discuss Karl Marx's views on dialectical materialism.

12. Discuss Weber's Ideas on the relation between protestant ethic an« the rise of

capitalism.

13. Discuss. after Durkhetm , the social character of religion.

'l.~ ~9 ~ tWfu ~T"1S ~ ~Jl~ ~-.;j I

14. Discuss the contributions of Ghurye to-the development of Sociology In India.

'5Rl~<wf >i~iSi\6~~ ~~W'1 ~ ~ \511~ ~ I

15. Analyse Benoy Kumar Sarkar's concept of personality,


